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An effective control of hereditary stochastic dynamical processes involving time- 
varying delays requires identification of the corresponding system parameters. A 
valid model is needed for an appropriate parameter identification and estimation. 
This paper presents a regorous derivation of a discrete time stochastic delayed 
dynamical system from the continuous model. The discrete model will be shown to 
be a valid representation of the continuous time stochastic differential equation 
with time-varying delays. The model construction is implemented in three steps. 
First, the proof of elxistence and uniqueness of a solution to the stochastic delayed 
differential equation and then, discretization of the continuous model followed by 
the proof of verification. C” 1991 Academic Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Motivation 
Important subsets of physical processes are those whose rate of change 
depends not only on the present state, but also on their past history. These 
hereditary systems almost always are affected by random disturbances. 
Such complex physical processes are modeled by continuous time delayed 
stochastic dynamical systems. They are often referred to as stochastic 
systems with transportation lag. Systems involving transportation lags are 
commonly found in control systems of chemical or biological processes, 
thermal plants, high performance space vehicles, and communication and 
radar systems. 
In a thermal plant, for example, various heat transfer components are 
connected together by pipes Cl]. When a fluid velocity through the pipes 
varies with time, the resulting transportation lag becomes a function of 
time. The state space representation of a lossless layered media will also 
result in the construction of a class of dynamical systems that include time 
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delays. To establish an effective control for such complicated processes one 
would need to have a valid model. In a digital communication system the 
changes in the travel time, due to random propagation paths, and 
oscillator drifts cause a random unknown phase called the carrier phase in 
the received signal. A coherent detection of the signal, which provides 
improved performance, requires the tracking of the carrier phase [2, 31. In 
this paper a class of continuous time stochastic dynamical systems that 
include time-varying delays is considered. The proof of existence and 
uniqueness of a solution associated with stochastic delayed differential 
equations is presented. Then, a rigorous treatment is introduced for the 
derivation of a discrete time stochastic dynamical model. 
1.2. Brief Literature Reviert, 
Studies done on various aspects of functional differential equations are 
primarily reflected in the works of Bellman [4, 51 and Halanay [6]. The 
problems of existence and uniqueness of a solution associated with non- 
stochastic functional differential equations have extensively been addressed 
by Bellman and Halanay. The work of Banks [7], on the other hand, 
extends the previous results to the case of functional differential equations 
with time-varying delays. His approach is essentially geared towards the 
derivation of robust conditions for controllability and observability of the 
non-stochastic functional dynamical systems. As for the corresponding 
stochastics delayed systems, the works of McShane [lo], Doob [9], 
Lyndquist [8], Ghikhman and Skorokhod [ 111, and Mohammed [ 123 
are of particular importance. McShane provides various approaches to 
the problem of interpretation of stochastic integrals. Doob discusses exist- 
ence and uniqueness properties of non-functional stochastic differential 
equations. Lyndquist, in extending the works of Kalman [ 131 and 
Zachrisson [14] on the issue of the duality between estimation and con- 
trol, briefly addresses the problem of existence and uniqueness properties 
associated with stochastic functional dynamical systems. The works of 
Ghikhman and Mohammed provide a very rigorous approach to the exist- 
ence and uniqueness issue for functional stochastic differential equations 
without directly addressing the case of time-varing delays. The existing 
literature, as far as we can tell, does not appear to contain works dealing 
directly with the questions of existence of solutions and discretization of 
stochastic dynamical system with time-varying delays. 
2. STOCHASTIC DELAYED DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
In this section we consider a class of stochastic hereditary differential 
equations and show under what conditions the solutions to the stochastic 
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hereditary system exist and are unique. We restrict ourselves to the linear 
case; however, it is possible to extend the results to some non-linear cases 
by using a similar approach. 
Let (k&9,9’) be a probability space and e, t > 0, an increasing family 
of sub-a-algebras of 5. Suppose that a z-adapted W”-valued Standard 
Wiener process is given. Now consider the following stochastic delayed 
differential equations 
dx(t)=Ax(t)dt+Bx(w(t))+adW(t), t>o 
(1) 
-4t) = g(t), t E [w(O), 01, 
where x(t) E R” tit > w(O): A, B, o! > 0 are constants; g(t) is an R”-valued 
continuous random process in [w(O), 01, measurable with respect o 9$ for 
each TV [w(O), 01, and 
sup E jg(t)l’< co. 
IE rlc(o), 01 
w(t) = t-A(t), and A(t) is a time delay function satisfying A(t) 2 0, 
A(~)E C[O, co), and O< bL<i(t)< b,< 1, where b, and b, are the lower 
and upper bounds. 
We have the following theorem concerning the question of existence and 
uniqueness of the solution to Eq. (1). 
Observation is that the stochastic equation of (1) does not have the 
Standard Ito form [7, 111. 
THEOREM 1. There exists a unique solution x(t) to Eq. ( 1) satisfying: 
1. x(t) is continuous with probability one and measurable with respect 
to g. 
2. For any T>O, 
Sup E Ix(t)12 < CD. 
feC0.T1 
Proof In proceeding with the proof we shall first assume the existence 
and then establish the uniqueness. The uniqueness of the solution means 
that if x,(t) and x2(t) are two solutions of (1) satisfying (1) and (2) then 
P{ sup lx,(f)-xx,(t)] =O} = 1. 
lECO,iCl 
Since 0 < 1 - 6, < G(t) < 1 - b,, it follows that w(t) is a strictly increasing 
C’ function of time with bounded derivative. Hence the inverse function 
409;154.‘2-3 
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wP ‘(1) exists and is also a strictly increasing C’ function of time with 
bounded derivative satisfying 
1 
l<- 
1 -h, 
<“c’(t)&< 03. 
” 
Set t, = w-‘(O) then 
xi(w(t)) = g(w(t)), for t E [0, t,], i = 1, 2. (3) 
From (1) and (3) 
xi(t)=x,+ ‘[Ax,(t)+Bg(w(t))Jdt 
s 0 
+.I’ @ dWt), i= 1,2, tfz [0, tl], 0 
where x0 = g(0). 
Therefore, by subtracting x1(t) from x,(t) in (4) we obtain 
xl(t)-xx,(t)= j’A[x,(s)-x2(s)] ds. 
0 
Consequently, it follows from the Schwarz Inequality that 
<A+, 
j 
;E{(x,(s)-x,(s)12J ds. 
Next let us recall the following important inequality: 
Gronwall’s Inequaiity 
If 
then 
(4) 
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Then using Gronwall’s inequality or, using the derivation in [ 151, 
E{ Ix,(t) - x2(t)12} = 0. 
Thus, for each t E [0, tl], P{x,(t) =x2(t)} = 1. From this it follows that for 
each countable subset N c [0, to] 
P{Sup Ix,(t)-q(t)1 #O} =o. 
/EN 
Taking N to be a countably dense subset in [0, tl], and then from the 
continuity of x,(t) and x2(t), we have 
P( sup Ix,(t)-x,(t)1 =O}=P{Sup Ix,(t)-xx,(t)1 =O}= 1. 
fE FArI lEN 
This establishes the proof of uniqueness of the solution for t E [0, tl]. Using 
this result, the preceding argument can be extended forward to establish 
the uniqueness for the next interval t E [tr , t2], where I, = w ‘(t, ). This 
procedure can be iterated forward interval by interval. However, in order 
to prove the uniqueness for t E [0, 30), we need to prove 
t,+a, as n+a, 
where t,,=wp’(tnp,). d f d’ d IS e me in uctively. In fact, in view of (2), 
tn-t,,~,=~~t”(tn~,)-M’ ‘(tnp2)2t, -,-tn-2. 
Hence tn>/n(tl-O)=n, u’-‘(O)-+co, as n-rco. This completes the proof 
of uniqueness. Next, follows the proof of existence of a solution. The 
existence will also be examined and proved interval by interval using the 
method of successive approximation. 
Define x,(w(t))= g(w(t)) and xo(t)=g(to) for te [0, t,], then x,(t) is 
defined inductively as 
x,(t)=x,+ ‘Ax-,(s)ds I 0 
+ jr Bx,- I(+)) ds + j; a d+‘(s), 
0 
-x,(w(t)) = -xn- l(w(t)), for tE [0, t,]. (5) 
A similar computation for the uniqueness above gives 
El Ix,, + I (+X&)l*) dA2f, ~~E~lx,Wx, h)12) c2.T (6) 
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for n 2 1 and to [0, tI]. So by induction on n, it follows from (5) that 
E{lx,+ 1 (+x&)l’} 
~(A2r,)2~‘jlE(lX~-IIU)-x,2(U)/2} dsdu 
0 0 
=(A*# j’j’E~lx,-,(u)-~,~~(u)1~}dsdu 
0 0 
=(A2tl)2ji(t-~)E(j~.,-~(~)-x.2(~)12jdu 
0 
<sj; (t-u)“-’ E((x,(u)-xo(u)12} du. 
The next step involves evaluating a bound on E{ Ix,(t) - x0( ?)I ’ }. Since 
-xl(t) -x0(t) = A j’ x0(s) ds + B j; x,(w(s)) ds + c( j; dW(s) 
0 
=A rxods+Bj’g(w(s))ds+orW(t) 
5 0 0 
SO 
EI Ix,(t) - xo(Q12) 
d 3A2f2E{ lg(O)l’} + 3B2t2{ Sup (E lg(s)12)} + 3u2t 
5 E CM’(O),01 
GM, t E co, [,I> 
where M is a constant depending only on f and the bound 
Sup,, I,,,Coj,oI E lg(.s)12. Using this reslt in (6), we obtain 
Ebn+~ (t)-x,(t)12) <s j; (t-u)“-] Mdu 
(8) 
However, SUP,, Co,r,~ Ix,+ I (t)-x,(t)lZ< A2t, j: Ix,(s)-x,~,(s)]~ ds hence 
Et SUP Ix,+&-~,&)l~) 
rt co,t11 
< A’t, 5 ” E(lx,(s)-x,mm,(~)1~)ds. 0 
(9) 
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Plugging in the bound of (7) into (8) results in 
E{ sup Ix,+,(t)-x,(t)12) G”($? 
It Co,rll 
From Chebychev’s inequality, we have 
cc = c i p ,1= I Sup Ix,, + l(f) - -%7(t)l > $1 rE Co,rIl 
G f E{ Sup Ix,+I(+x,,(~)12~~4 
n=l IE ro,r11 
73 M(AtJ” n4 
a 
,,= I n! ’ 
Therefore, by the Borel-Cantelli Lemma, P{ Sup, <, G T Ix, + ,(t) - x,( t)l > 
l/n2 for infinitely many n} = 0. This means that the series 
-x,(t)+ f c xn+ l(f) - x,(t)13 CE co, t,l 
II=0 
is uniformly convergent in [O, t,] with probability of 1. 
Denote the limit by x(t), then x(t) is the solution of (1) in [0, t, J. 
Moreover, x(r) is continuous in t and is @-measurable for t E [O, t,], since 
this is held for x,(t) Vn, finally, for n 20 and TV [0, tr]. 
Note that the continuity of x(t) is due to the fact that it is equal with 
probability one to the uniformly continuous process. Let us next examine 
the second order property of the solution process. Finally, for n 2 0 and 
tE co, [,I 
+E ~‘Bx,.e&v(s))ds *+E 
0 
1 /,,‘u dW~~~2} 
or 
Etlx,,, (01’) d4E(lg(o)12)+4A2t, j-i Elxn AdI2 ds 
+ 4B2t, 
s 
rEIg(w(s))12ds+4a2E{IW(r)- W(O)l*j 
0 
dm+m fElx,,.e,(s)12ds, s 0 
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where m is a constant depending only on t, and Sup,, c,VCO),O, E Ig(s)l*. 
Hence, by induction 
n mk+lfk 
EIlk,(t)12} d(l + E Ix,(r)l*) k;Ok!. 
Therefore 
E{ lx(t)12} <m(l + E Ix,(t)12)e”’ 
dm(l + Sup E Ig(s)12)e”‘, tE co, t,l. (10) 
56 [w(O),O] 
This completes the proof of existence of the solution for t E [0, t,]. This 
result may now be conveniently used for the remaining intervals. So far we 
have addressed the questions of existence, uniqueness, and second moment 
properties of solutions associated with continuous time hereditary 
stochastic differential equations. The next step in the construction of the 
desired model involves the derivation of the discrete system from the 
continuous system. 
3. DERIVATION OF THE DISCRETE MODEL 
Our objective is to obtain a discrete model that is reasonable and close 
(in some sense) to the continuous system (1). The next theorem provides 
us with the necessary tool to achieve this. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that the state process x(t) is the solution of the 
stochastic time delay equation 
dx(t) = [Ax(t) + Bx(w(t))] dt + dW(t), t>o 
-4f) = g(t), t E Cw(O), 01 
(11) 
satisfying the same conditions as before. Then (9) can be discretized every 
sampling period T as 
x((K+ l)T) = (1 +AT) x(KT) + BTx(w(KT)) 
+ @W,(KT) + A(KT) (12) 
x(wWT)) = g(w(KT)), when O<KT< w-‘(O), 
where W,(KT), K= 0, 1,2, . . . is a zero mean white sequence with variance 
c*, and A(KT), the random error term, satisfies 
P(lA(KT)I 2 T) = O(T). 
The notation O(T) means P{ I A( > T j/T is bounded. 
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Proof. Integrating (9) from KT to (K + 1) T will result in 
x((K+ l)T)-x(KT) 
=.I 
(Kt 1)T 
[Ax(t)+Bx(w(t))] dt+ w((K+ l)T)- w(KT). (13) 
KT 
Set W,( KT) = ( W( (K + 1) T) - W( KT))/$f. Recall that W(t) is a Wiener 
process, therefore, E{ w,(KT)} = 0, E( / w,(KT)I*} = a*, and w,(KT) is a 
white sequence. 
We may now rewrite (11) as 
x((K+I)T)=x(KT)+{~+‘)~ [Ax(t)+Bx(w(t))]dt 
+ DEW,. 
Let 
A(KT) = j::“’ [Ax(t) + Bx(w(t))] dt 
- T[Ax(KT) + Bx(w(KT))] 
then (12) becomes 
x((K+ l)T)=(l +AT)x(KT)+BTx(w(KT)) 
+ J?w,(KT) + A(KT). (16) 
Therefore to proceed with the proof we must evaluate E 
that A(KT) can be written as 
{I A(K }. Note 
A(KT) = j;+“’ {ACx(t) - xWT)I 
Hence, 
+ B[x(w(t)) - x(w(KT))]} dt. 
E((A(KT)\*} <2TJ;+‘jT (A2E Ix(t)-x(KT)(’ 
+ B*E Ix(w(t))-x(w(KT))I*} dr. 
However, for t E [KT, (K+ 1) T] 
x(t)-x(KT)=/’ {[Ax(t)+Bx(w(t))]dt+adW(t)}. 
KT 
(14) 
(15) 
(17) 
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Therefore 
E lx(t) - x(KT)J 2 
’ d4T 
0 
[A2E(x(t)12+B2E Ix(w(t))12] dt+02 . 
I 
(18) 
KT 
Let NW) = Sup,, cW(0).(K+ I,rl E (x(t)l’ < 00, then it follows from (16) that 
E IX(C)-x(KT)(~~~T{N(K) T(A2+B2)+02} 
d M(K) T, (19) 
where N(K) =4(N(K) T(A2 + B2) + a’) is a constant depending on K. 
Similarly, for t E [ KT, (K + 1) T] 
x(w(t)) - x(w(KT)) = Jw;;;;I ([Ax(s) + Bx(w(s))] ds + CJ dW(s) j. 
Hence 
E lx(w(f)) - x(w(KT))l* 
where 
bining 
G ‘VW(~) - wW’)) j,,llTl (A2E Ix(s)\‘+ B2E Ix(w(s))l*) ds + s2 
<4b,T{(A2+B2)N(K)b,T+cr2j 
= &i(K) T, (20) 
~(K)T=4b,((A2+B2)N(K)b,T+a2) is also a constant. Com- 
(17), (19), and (20) we obtain 
E Id( 6 T/L+“’ (A2M(K)T+ B’&(K)T} dt 
= (A2M(K) + B%‘(K)) T3. 
Using the Chebychev inequality 
J’( I&KT)l> T) d 
E 14KT)12 
T2 
d (/I’M(K) + B*&(K))T 
or equivalently 
p{ id( > T) = O(T) 
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which means that the discretization error A(T), a function of T, approaches 
zero with probability one, independent of the index K, as the sampling 
period decreases. Hence the state process of the discrete time delayed 
stochastic model approaches at the sampling points with probability one to 
the state process of the continuous time stochastic delayed differential 
equation. Now consider the observation equation 
y(t)=Bx(r)+ V(t), 
where V(t) is a wideband noise with finite variance. V(t) is obtained by 
passing a white noise process through a filter. The bandwidth of the filter 
is chosen so that the state process power spectrum remains undistorted. It 
then follows that the sampling period T will be such that after discretiza- 
tion the noise samples will remain independent. Moreover, T will be inver- 
sely proportional to the filter bandwidth. Thus, a faster sampling period 
will imply a larger bandwidth which will result in a larger noise power. 
Hence there will be a trade-off between the sampling period and the noise 
power. 
4. DISCRETE MODEL 
The continuous model is sampled resulting in 
x((K+l)T)=(l+AT)x(KT)+BTx(w(KT))+W(KT)+A(KT) 
K= 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . . 
(21) 
Assuming %(KT) = m(KT) T, where m(KT) is an integer valued function, 
we would then have w(KT) = (K - m(KT)) T and therefore 
x(w(KT))=x((K-m(KT))T). (22) 
Using (20) and denoting KT by K, we will have 
.~k+l=A,xk+AZxk~rn(k)+ W,+ u,, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . 
xk=gkt k= -L, -L+ l,..., -1,0 (23) 
L’k = xk + v,, 
where A, = (1 + AT), A, = ST, and L~AX{Iu(KT)/T} and W,, Vk are white 
Gaussian sequences. This completes the derivation of a desired discrete 
model from a continuous time stochastic hereditary system. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
A rigorous treatment was presented for dealing with the theoretical 
notions associated with a continuous time stochastic dynamical system 
with time-varying delay. Using the uniqueness and existence proof the 
desired discrete time model was derived. It was shown that the discrete 
model is a valid representation of the corresponding real world continuous 
time delayed stochastic dynamical system. 
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